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Represented artists :
Delphine Diallo, 
Sandrine Elberg, 

Stéphane Lavoué, 
Morvarid K.

Fairs :
Mia Photo Fair 2019.

Paris Photo 2018, 2019.
Photo London 2019, 2020.

Polyptique 2019.
Unseen Amsterdam 2019.

THE GALLERY

Opened in October 2016, the Fisheye Gallery is located 
in the 10th arrondissement of Paris in an space exclusively 
dedicated to photography, a stone’s throw from the Saint-
Martin Canal. With a second 200 m2 space open in Arles this 
year, the gallery is proud to represent artists with diverse 
authors point of view and to support cultural initiatives, as 
confirmed by the partnerships established since its inception 
with the Circulation(s) and La Gacilly festivals.
As a young gallery, Fisheye Gallery tends to stand out 
by offering an emerging international programming that 
is uninhibited. It assumes its role as a pioneer of new 
photographic writing in major European fairs and in front 
of public institutions and photography stakeholders.
The gallery is chaired by Benoit Baume, co-founder of the 
Fisheye group, whose eponymous magazine focuses on the 
current state of photography and the role of this art in our 
society from an economic, cultural and sociological point 
of view.
Since February 2019, it has been directed by Jehan de 
Bujadoux, an art historian by training and specialized in 
expertise and art market law.
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PARIS PHOTO

This second participation in Paris Photo is 
enriched by a first very positive experience 
for the gallery as well as for the fair, during 
which the stand was noticed and appreciated 
by professional and amateur visitors, as well 
as by the French and foreign press.
For this 23rd edition of Paris Photo, the 
Fisheye Gallery will present two exclusive 
solo shows by artists Stéphane Lavoué and 
Morvarid K. respectively in the PRISMES and 
Curiosa sectors.
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Secteur PRISMES

The PRISMES sector presents a selection of 
exceptional projects, large formats, series 
and large-scale installations, which explore 
the uses of the photographic medium in its 
most diverse practices. The PRISMES sector is 
located on the first floor of the Grand Palais, 
in the Salon d’Honneur.
Stéphane Lavoué, French artist, born in 1976. 
Lives and works in France.
Stéphane Lavoué’s exhibition, which echoes 
the portraits he produced for the carte 
blanche Pernod-Ricard, features three 
emblematic series by the photographer: The 
Kingdom, À terre and Pampa, a luminous and 
dreamlike film journey.
Master of light, the recipient of the 2018 
Niepce Prize questions the narrative power 
of photography by accurately exploring the 
relationship between man and his environment. 
The selection is based on large immersive 
paintings with pictorial compositions that 
easily evoke the sublime dynamics of romantic 
painters.

Secteur Curiosa

The Curiosa sector, inaugurated in 2018, is 
dedicated this year to emerging artists. Invited 
to this 2nd edition, Osei Bonsu - curator 
and writer - chose 14 exhibitors to question 
photography and its instability in relation to 
our current world.
Morvarid K., Iranian artist, born in 1982. Lives 
and works in Germany and France.
Ecotone is a series of 27 photographic collages, 
borrowing the ancestral technique of Kintsugi 
from Japanese ceramic craftsmen.
In Kintsugi’s philosophy and practice, instead 
of throwing away broken pieces of pottery, 
they are collected by gold. This practice thus 
celebrates perfection through the prism of 
imperfection, beauty and poetry through 
breakage. Each unique composition is made 
of photographs on paper, fragmented and 
carefully assembled together using several 
layers of lacquer and enhanced with a gold 
joint. These images bear the traces of their 
common past, a performance by Morvarid 
K, Yuko Kaseki and Sherwood Chen, using 
photography as a raw material.
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Stéphane Lavoué
 

French artist, born in 1976.  
Lives and works in France.
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From Pierre Soulages to Salman Rushdie, from François Hollande to Vladimir Poutine, 
artists, politicians, actors or intellectuals have all sat down to face Stéphane Lavoué’s 
lense As comfortable in portraiture as in photojournalism, this regular in major 
international magazines was born in Mulhouse in 1976. Graduated from the Ecole 
Supérieure du Bois in 1998, he spent two years in the Brazilian Amazon (in Belém 
and then Santarém), in charge of wood purchases for a French industrial group. 
Back in France in 2001, he moved to Paris and abandoned wood for photography, 
working for the French and foreign press. In 2002, after founding the Dolce Vita 
collective with 4 other photographers and starting a ten-year collaboration with the 
daily newspaper Libération, he moved from political reporting to the portrait on 
the back cover. He joined the MYOP agency in 2006 and then joined the Pasco&Co 
group of portrait artists in 2010. 
Based in Penmarch for more than two years, Stéphane produced the series À 
terre ! as part of the La France Vue D’ici project, led by the Cetavoir et Médiapart 
association and exhibited in Paris and Sète in 2017. The resulting book is available 
from Editions Le Martinière. In November 2016, he was awarded the National 
Photographic Commission Une jeunesse en France (CNAP - Ministère de la Culture). 
The book Jeunes Génération is available from Editions du Bec en l’Air. 
In December 2017, his first book was published: The Kingdom (Editions 77), a 
photographic storytelling project in a small kingdom in the United States: the North 
East Kingdom of Vermont. 
Stéphane Lavoué is an artist photographer associated with the Comédie Française. 
He produces the official portraits of the troupe and illustrations for the season’s 
programs. 
He is the 2018 winner of the Nièpce Gens d’Images Prize and a finalist for the 2018 
Leica Oskar Barnack Prize.
In 2019, he was the photographer chosen to produce the 10th Pernod-Ricard 
photographic commission, which will be presented at Paris-Photo in November 2019.

Stéphane Lavoué
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Stéphane Lavoué
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The Kingdom
«I arrived there by chance one evening, following the 
winding curves of the muddy, dented ridge path that 
connects the West Burke farms to Sutton. It was only 
in the early morning that I discovered it: I was sitting 
at a dinner counter, the waitress bringing me a mug of 
steaming coffee gratified me with a «Welcome to the 
Northeast Kingdom of Vermont». I was in the middle of 
a kingdom! Intrigued by the idea that at the heart of 
the federation of the United States of America, I had 
illegally entered royal territory, I decided to undertake 
the journey that would take me to its borders. I went 
to meet the sentinels and subjects of the Kingdom. I 
came across the desolation of these houses, gutted, as 
if blown by time, abandoned by their owners, victims 
of industrial decline. I met young utopian farmers who 
came to experience a decreasing alternative life, refu-
sing mechanization, whispering in the ears of oxen and 
horses an unknown language. I met bear hunters armed 
with bows and arrows, wolf skin taxidermists, the prin-
cess of slaughterhouses, an old explorer of the Tanza-
nian savannahs and the woman with a log. I went from 
farm to farm, some of them opening the doors of the 
others. And, gradually transforming my path between the 
lake and the hills into a royal quest, I asked everyone the 
question: «But where is the king?» «  - Stéphane Lavoué 
 
 

À terre !
Photograph the world of fishing without going to 
sea. Stéphane Lavoué stayed on the quay to testify to 
a reality that is too often forgotten: the profession 
of sailor creates four jobs ashore. It has entered 
shipyards, marine forges, tidal workshops, canneries 
to showcase these men and women who work in 
the shadows. Following his eyes, we discover the 
workers who make and deliver the ice that will keep 
the fish on board, the carpenters and blacksmiths 
who build and maintain the boats that conquer the 
fish. His photos reveal a world that often escapes 
our attention.

Pampa
There is a village at the foot of the Black Mountains, 
whose fate changed about ten years ago. Assignan, 
80 inhabitants, saw Tine and Marc Verstraet, Belgian 
billionaires, who decided to buy a large part of 
the village and the surrounding vineyards, Château 
Castigno. In 2017, they launched the construction 
of a new cellar designed by the atypical architect 
Lionel Jadot. They then proposed to Stéphane Lavoué 
a residency of several weeks, under the artistic 
direction of Gilles Coulon.

Stéphane Lavoué
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Exhibitions
2019 Exhibition «A Terre ! «at the Claude Dytivon Gallery in 
Angers
2018 Exhibition «Mes yeux sur tes oreilles» at the Bettencourt 
Foundation 
2018 «Young Generation» exhibition at the national stage of Le 
Merlan, Marseille
2018 Exhibition in Paris Photo with the Fisheye gallery 2018 
Exhibition «A Terre ! «at the Leica Gallery in Paris 
2018 «The Kingdom» exhibition at the InCadaques photo festival 
in Cadaques, Spain 
2018 «40ème roaring 40th» screening evening with the Orchestre 
Symphonique de Bretagne
2018 «Tribe» exhibition, Castigno Castle, Assignan 
2018 «A terre!» exhibition at the Focale galler y in Nyon 
(Switzerland) 
2018 «Young Generation» exhibition at the Friche de la Belle de 
Mai in Marseille
2018 «Ashore!» exhibition At the Abbey of Saint Sauveur in 
Rocheserviere 
2018 Exhibition «The Kingdom» at the Confluence gallery in 
Nantes
2017 Exhibition «La Clé et le Mantra (short history)» at the 
Comédie Française 
2017 «A terre!» exhibition at the Imagerie in Lannion 
2017 Exhibition «Une jeunesse en France», national commission 
CNAP-Ministère de la culture at La Villa Pérochon, Niort
2017 Exhibition «Une jeunesse en France», national commission 
CNAP-Ministère de la culture à Images Singulières, Sète
2017 Collective exhibition «La France Vue d’Ici» at the Maison 
des Métallos, Paris
2017 Collective exhibition «La France Vue d’Ici», Festival Images 
Singulières, Sete
2017 «North East Kingdom» exhibition (March-April 2017) at the 
FISHEYE gallery in Paris as part of the Month of Photography 2017
2016 Paris Photo (Nov 2016) Exhibition of my series «Happy 
Days» family road trip at the Huawei Galerie 
2016 Festival «Escales Photos» in La Trinité sur Mer, «Vague à 
l’âme», series of portraits of sailors
2016 Exhibition at the Comédie Française, «Horizons», landscapes 
for the launch of the new season brochure (Sept 2016 to January 
2017).
2016 Festival «L’Homme et la mer» at Le Guilvinec exhibits the 
series «Marins de la Terre»
2015 Lhian Zhou Foto Festival 
2015 (China) exhibits «North East Kingdom»
2015 Galerie Leica Paris exhibits «North East Kingdom» 
2015 Universal Expo Milano 
2015 Festival Photo La Gacilly exhibits «Breizh Food Trip»

2015 RATP (Paris metro) exhibits «Comédie Française, portraits 
of the troupe»
2015 Festival Images Singulières in Sete exposes «North East 
Kingdom» 2015 Festival Images Singulières in Sete exposes 
«L’Equipage»
2014 «Dear Sabine», tribute to Sabine Weiss at the Salon de la 
Photo and the MEP in Paris
2013 Festival Photo de Mer in Vannes exhibits «L’Equipage», 
sound portraits with Catherine Le Gall 2005 L’Espace Lhomond, 
Paris exhibits «Keep the Distance», exhibition of the Dolce Vita 
collective
2004 The French Cultural Centre in Damascus (Syria) exhibits 
«Interiors World» exhibition of the Dolce Vita collective 
Books
Pampa, artist’s book in collaboration with Laurel Parker Book and 
Picto Foundation.
M, 4th Opus of the AZIMUT project, a project led by Tendance 
Floue. 
Tribu, Editions Filigranes, with Ber trand Meunier and Patrick 
Tourneboeuf, May 2018. 
The Kingdom, Editions 77, with Judith Perrignon, November 2017. 
La France Vue d’Ici, Editions La Martinière, collective work, April 17. 
Jeunes Générations, Le Bec En L’Air, CNAP photographic 
commission, May 2017. Protected Majors, Citizens Majors, work 
around the judicial protection of adults under guardianship and 
curatorship, Sept 2017.
Publications and awards
2018, «The Kingdom» published in National Geographic. 
2018, Finalist for the Leica Oskar Barnack Award.
2018, Winner of the Nièpce-Gens d’Images Prize.
2017, Winner of the national photographic commission «Young 
Generations» CNAP- Ministry of Culture-Sétavoir. 
2017, The series «Marins de la terre» in the magazine 6mois. 
2017 Release of the book «North East Kingdom» in editions 77. 
2016, «North East Kingdom» finalist for the Leica Oskar Barnack 
Award. 
2016, Arte devotes 10 short films to the artist’s portrait work. 
«Photographic Breaks». (http://info.arte.tv/fr/pause-photo) 
From 2003 to 2015, the photographs (portraits and reports) 
are published in French and foreign newspapers and magazines: 
Libération, Le Monde, L’Express, L’Obs, Le Monde M, De l’Air, Le 
Figaro Magazine, Elle, Psychologie Mag, Terra Eco, L’Équipe Mag, 
Book, Le Magazine Littéraire, Télérama, New York Times, Time 
Magazine, The Guardian, The Telegraph, Der Spiegel, Stern, VSD, 
In 2012, Stéphane Lavoué is co-author and co-director of 
«Photographies de Campagne» a short program broadcast on 
Arte at 8pm during the 2 months of the presidential campaign (a 
co-production Atelier de Recherche d’Arte et Point du Jour) with 
Gilles Coulon, Claudia Imbert and Judith Perrignon. 

Stéphane Lavoué
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Morvarid K.
 

Iranian artist, born in 1982.  
Lives and works in Germany and France.
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Born and raised in Iran, having lived in several countries and living 
currently between places, my life is, by choice, made of eternal back 
and forth and transition from one world to another. With a visceral 
connection to Iran, I never tried to make another country my “home”. 
There is Iran and there is my Iran my home. The latter has morphed 
into an imaginary land, as a dream I once had, deeply engraved in me; 
one that shaped me, made me, but has detached itself from reality, 
and only breathes in my memory and my senses. Therefore the real 
Iran and all other countries have become a playground, in which I shift 
between cultures and aesthetics. Like an amnesic, wondering through 
familiar sights, smells and tastes, without fully grasping what they trigger, 
experiencing an abstraction of belonging, an abstraction of identity. 
As a result, what stands at the core of all my projects and resonates 
deeply with me is the notion of invisible frontiers; a sense of limitation, 
known or unknown, desired or imposed, inner or outer, imaginary 
or real; an illusion of freedom (cf. etymology of paradise: a garden 
within four walls in reference to Cyrus gardens). Along the invisible 
frontiers I also explore the complexity and richness of superposition 
and layering, as a form of dialog between opposing forces; presence and 
absence, fragility and ferocity, pain and joy, devotion and exhaustion; 
and their emanating share of daily absurdities. I also explore the idea 
of vain effort, an endless yet hopeless relentlessness that moves me 
a lot, because of its beauty, poetry, life and humanity. 
My projects have a photographic base, which is enriched with collages, 
superposition, use of ink and drawings, adding a layer of imagination 
and abstraction. By extension I also use performance art and close 
collaborations with choreographers who work along the same subjects 
and have a similar multi-cultural background as me, such as Butoh 
dancer Yuko Kaseki. 

Morvarid K.
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Morvarid K.
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In our society, any trace of imperfection is rejected. 
The signs of aging are erased by cosmetic surgery. 
Perfection is an absolute must. This mentality of 
the eternal has also made its place in the world 
of contemporary photography. Prints must be 
immaculate, timeless, always perfect, and resistant 
to the test of time. What absurdity to advocate 
the eternal when nothing in this world is. Constant 
change, perpetual transformation, incessant evolution 
are the backbone of our existence. 
In the philosophy and practice of kintsugi, instead 
of throwing away broken pieces of pottery, they are 
glued back together and the cracks are embellished 
with gold. Celebrating perfection through the prism 
of imperfection, beauty and poetry through breakage. 
Ecotone is a series of 27 unique photographic collage 
works, borrowing the ancestral technique of kintsugi 
from Japanese craftsmen in order to reconnect with 
imperfection and the passage of time. 
Ecotone is the second part of a larger interdisciplinary 
collaborative project initiated by Morvarid K. with 
the craftsman Muneaki Shimode (Japan) and the 
performing dancers Yuko Kaseki (Japan-Germany) 
and Sherwood Chen (USA-France). 
The first part, called Cassures sublimées, is a 
performance by Morvarid K., Yuko Kaseki and 
Sherwood Chen praising the generating break. A 

danced story of the vulnerable beauty of the break, 
crossed by our dreams and our lives. 
This one-hour performance leaves behind a material 
trace, photographic fragments marked by the 
performance, from which Morvarid K. builds Ecotone. 
Ecotone is an echo of Morvarid K.’s notion of invisible 
borders, which always questions the boundaries 
(imaginary or real) and the identities they shape. 
Here, the kintsugi is not between the photographic 
fragments, but rather between the photograph and 
the immaculate white surface. The kintsugi forges 
identity by revealing beauty in imperfection. 
The ecotone, an ecological term, refers to the 
transition and contact zone between two neighbouring 
ecosystems. Ecotones have a richer fauna and flora 
than each of the two ecosystems they separate. - 
Morvarid K.
Realization of the kintsugi in 3 layers of urushi lacquer, 
artisanal production. Each lacquer is different, with 
a specific role. The first brown lacquer, mixed with 
rice, allows to stick; the second, black, smoothes the 
surface; the third, red, allows the application of gold. 
A research period carried out in Kyoto with Muneaki 
Shimode allowed the development of the application 
of kintsugi to photography.

Morvarid K.

Ecotone
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SOLO EXHIBITIONS
2018 Fisheye Gallery, Paris
2018 Green Hill gallery, Berlin
2015 Etemad gallery, Tehran
2014 Nathalie Pariente space, Paris
2013 Yavuz Fine Art gallery, Singapore
2013 Wonderwall gallery, Delhi 

SELECTION OF GROUP EXHIBITIONS 
2019 Festival Circulation(s), Paris
2018 Folia Gallery, Paris
2017 9 hours Live Performance with Yuko Kaseki, Lisa Ster tz  
and Sajan Mani at Dock11, Berlin  
2016 Nuit de la Photo, La Chaux-de-fonds
2015 Arles Photo Festival, CDA gallery 
2015 Craft Museum, Los Angeles  
2014 Berlin-Baku gallery, Berlin 
2014 Apeejay Arts complex, Delhi 
2014 Salwa Zeidan gallery, Abu Dhabi 
2014 Quad/Format, Derby UK, 
2013 The Stainless gallery, Delhi 
2011 Yavuz Fine Art gallery, Singapore 

ART FAIR & AUCTION 
2019 MIA Photo Fair, Fisheye Gallery
2017 Photo Doc, Paris 
2016 Nuit de la Photo, La Chaux-de-fonds 
2015 Photo Doc (Photo Off), Paris – Winner of “Prix du Deuxième 
Regard” award 
2015 New Delhi Art Fair represented by Wonderwall gallery
 2014 New Delhi Art Fair represented by Wonderwall gallery 
2013 Scope Basel represented by Salwa Zeidan gallery 
2013 Abu Dhabi Art Fair represented by Salwa Zeidan gallery 
2013 Magic of Persia Charity Auction at the Royal College of Art, 
London, conducted by Christie’s with the artwork titled ‘Black 
Supper’. 

Morvarid K.


